Quick Answers

1. beak
2. brown
3. tail
4. because
5. goes
6. lamb
7. insects
8. roaring
9. famous
10. notice
11. mirror
12. flood
13. short
14. thick
15. wrong
16. very
17. driving
18. sometimes
19. helps
20. stopped
21. learn
22. often
23. dollars
24. have
25. so
26. Their
27. saw
28. good
29. When did the last show begin?
30. while
31. slightly
32. she
33. Finally, Jess
34. exciting
35. running
36. so
37. hope
38. her
39. Josh
40. bread, milk, apples
41. down?
42. there
43. and then
44. those
45. of
46. My brother and I went riding